SHIPS
with Liquefied Natural Gas

We offer you the COMPLETE SOLUTION

We develop the maritime industry by bringing you LNG when and where you need it most

Huge Fuel Savings
Eco Friendly
Proven Technology

www.enestas.com
Premium Natural Gas

- Most pure natural gas (+97% methane)
- Lower cost
- Reduces maintenance
- Multiple applications
- Safer
- Proven Technology

Énestas builds the LNG station on site and guarantees the supply 24/7, 365 days a year

Being greener is not necessarily more expensive

We comply with

Global Regulation Sulfure Emission Cap

0.5% for 2020

Visit our website

www.enestas.com
LNG Bunkering

Operate your fleet of ships with LNG. We offer you different storage scenarios according to your needs.

LNG ship

- A Vacuum insulated stainless steel tanks, max. pressure 10 bar
- B Cold boxes, containment for valves and heat exchange
- C Water system-glycol
- D Loading system (bunkering)
- E Load pipe
- F Double wall gas pipe
- G Gas control system

Ship to ship supply

Minimum Space Required

Seasonal contracts. We can grow with your volume needs.
SAIL with LNG

- 24/7 support
- One point of contact
- Integrated solution
- Large distribution network
- Modular growth
- Telemetry

Natural Gas conversion ships
For engines of the main brands:
CAT, GE, Wärtsilä, and many more

LNG engine example

LNG cryogenic tank → HP pump → GN accumulator → ME-GI MOTOR
Cooling and mini line flow → LNG vaporizer → Power Plant

Contact:
(832) 781-8276
sales@enestas.com
www.enestas.com